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HOMOMORPHISMS OF DIRECT PRODUCTS OF ALGEBRAS 
IVAN CHAJDA, Pferov 
(Received March 24, 1976) 
The aim of this paper is an investigation of homomorphisms of algebras, which 
are direct products of the so-called algebras without zero-divisors. 
Let A be a. non-void set and F a set of operations on A. Then (A, F) denotes the 
algebra with the support A and the set of fundamental operations F. Two algebras 
(A, F ) , (B, G) are said to be of the same type if there exists a bijection ô of F onto G 
such that ar ô^co) = ar ш for each œe F, where ar со denotes the arity of œ. For the 
sake of brevity, by an operation of the algebra (A, F) we mean an algebraic operation 
on (A, F), If there is no danger of misunderstanding, an algebra and its support will 
be denoted by the same symbol. If the algebras (A, F), (Б, G) are of the same type, 
the corresponding operations from A and В will be denoted by the same symbols. 
Hence, for [A, F), (B, G) we put F = G if and only if (A, F), (В, G) are of the same 
type. If /z is a maping of a set A into В and fe is a mapping of the set В into C, the 
superposition of h, к is denoted by h . к, i.e. h . k{a) = k(h(a)) for each a e A. 
Let Ai be algebras of the same type for ieT = {l, ..., n]. The direct product of 
algebras Ai (/ e T) is the algebra A of the same type as Л ,̂ whose support is the 
Cartesian product of supports of Ai (for / e T) and the operations on A are performed 
componentwise. The algebra Ai is called the i-th factor or component of A. By 
pri A the projection of A onto the i-th factor ^j- is denoted. The direct product of 
n 
algebras Ai will be denoted by {][ Л^ or Y\Ai. 
ieT i=l 
Definition 1. Let (A, F) be an algebra and J3/ the set of all algebraic operations 
on (A, F ) . Let j / = {®} u ß , where © is a binary operation on [A, F). If there 
exists 0 e ^ such that 
(i) a ® 0 = 0 © fl = a for each a e A, 
the element 0 is called a zero of the algebra (A, F). An operation сое j ^ is called 
regular on (A, F), if ar ш = n ^ 2 and for each a^,..., a^e A we have 
(ii) a^, ..., a„co = 0 if and only if â  = 0 for at least one ie (1, ..., n}. 
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Definition 2. Let (Л, F) be an algebra with card A '^ 2 and let jaf be the set of all 
algebraic operations on (A, F). The algebra (A, F) is said to be without zero-divisors, 
\i .se = { e } u Q and 
(a) there exists a zero of {A, F), 
(b) at least one со e ß is regular on (Л, F). 
Remark 1. From (i) it follows that each (A, F) has at most one zero. Further, 
if Ois the zero of (/4, F), a^, ..., a„ e A and â  = Ofor / = 1, ..., /c — 1, /c + 1, ..., n, 
then 
{..,{a^ 0 ^ 2 ) © . . . ) © « " = Ẑe­
it can be easily proved that for these a^, ..., a„ each "sum" (in the sense of ®) of 
them is equal to aj,. Without any danger of misunderstanding, the zero of (A, F) will 
be denoted by 0 for every algebra (A, F) without zero-divisors. 
Definition 3. Let T Ф 0 and A^ be algebras of the same type for т e T. The algebras 
A^ are called r-similar if they are without zero-divisors and have the same set of 
regular operations. 
к 
Notation. Let A^, ..., Д be /^-similar algebras and A = f j ^ r ^У ^A we denote 
an element of A such that pr^ 0^ == 0 for each i = 1, ..., k. Let j e {1, ..., /c} and 
ûj e A J. Denote by äj the element of A such that ргу äj = a ,̂ pr̂ - äj = 0 for f Ф j , 
i.e. äj = (0, ..., 0, üj. О, ..., 0). By (pj denote the so called canonical insertion of Aj 
into A, i.e. (Pj{aj) = äj for each ajeAj. Further, denote Äj = {(Pj{cij), ajeAj}. 
Clearly, Aj is a subalgebra of A and (pj is an isomorphism of Aj onto Aj. If 0 Ф T' ^ 
Ç T = {!,..., A:}, denote 
П ^ i = {« e ^ , pr^ a = 0 for ieT~ T'} . 
Evidently, f J ^^ is a subalgebra of Л isomorphic to Yl^i ^^^ ^^^ ^ "^ {̂ 0} it is 
ieT' ieT' 
equal to Л,-̂ . For Г - T we have J f ^ = П ^ r 
ieT ieT 
к 
Lemma 1. Let A^, ..., Л̂ , be r-similar algebras and A = Yl'^i- Then 
(a) Од /sa zero of A, *"^ 
(b) / / CO /5 regular on Ai, ar со = n, b^, ..., Ь„бЛ anJ /o r each / 6 {l, ..., /c} 
//îere exists j G {1, ..., n] such that pr^ foj = 0, then b^,..., b„co = 0^. 
(c) / / CO /5 regular on Ai, ar со = n, i,j e {1, ..., /c}, i Ф j ÖWJ â  e Л̂ -, â  e Aj, 
then äiäj,..., äyco = 0^. 
(d) Let /c ^ 2. Then A is not without zero-divisors. 
(e) Let a e A, pr^ a = a .̂ T/zen a = ä^ © ... @ ä̂^ and the expression on the 
right hand side does not depend on any bracketing. 
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(f) Let a E A, pTiU = сц ^^d let h a homomorphism of A into В. Then h{a) = 
— h(ä^) ф .. . ф hCäf) and this expression does not depend on any bracketing. 
The p r о о f is clear. 
Definition 4. Let (A, F) be an algebra without zero-divisors and let со be a regular 
operation on [A, F), A unary operation a of [A, F) is called corresponding with o) 
on (A, F\ if 
(iii) for each a^, ..., a„e A (where n = ax œ) there exists г e { 1 , . . . , n] such that 
a I, ..., a^œ = aiOc. 
Lemma 2. Let (A, F) be an algebra without zero-divisors and let a be a unary 
operation corresponding with a regular operation a> on {A, F). Then 
да = 0 // and only if a = 0 for each a e A . 
Proof. If a e A, then, by (iii), a ... aa> = aoç. For a = 0 it follows 0 = 0 . . . Ош = 
= Oa, for a Ф 0 we have 0 Ф a ... aco = aa, because со is regular on (A, F). 
Definition 5. An algebra (A, F) without zero-divisors is called a U-algebra, if 
there exists a corresponding operation a for at least one со regular on [A, F). An 
algebra (A, F) is called a strong U-algebra, if it is a U-algebra and a = id^ for at 
least one a corresponding to œ regular on (A, F). 
Definition 6. Let A^ be U-algebras for т e T ф 0. The algebras A^ are called p-
similar, if A^ are r-similar and, moreover, if т', т'' e Tand a is corresponding with со 
regular on A^^, then a is also corresponding with œ on A^^. 
Definition 7. Let A^, Bi be algebras of the same type for i = 1,..., к and A = 
к к 
= YlAi, В = Yl ^i- Let hi be a mapping of Ai into Б^. The mapping h of A into В 
i = i i = i 
defined by 
pr i{h(a)) = hi{pria) 
for each aeA and each i = 1, ..., к is called the direct product of mappings hi 
к 
and is denoted by /i = f | /i/. 
This definition is taken from [ l ] . There it is also proved that the direct product 
of homomorphisms of similar algebras is also a homomorphism of the algebra, 
which is the direct product of original algebras. Some sufficient conditions for the 
converse of this statement will be formulated in this paper. 
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Ik' 
Theorem 1. Let Л,-, Bj be r-similar algebras for i = 1, ..., m, 7 = 1, ..., n and 
m n 
let h be a surjective homomorphism of Л =z Yl^i onto ^ = П ^j- ^^^^^ f^^ ^^^^ 
7 e {1, ..., n] there exists just one i e {1, ..., m] such that Bj ^ h{A^, 
Proof. I. Existence. Denote T = {I , . . . , m}. 
Г Choose j e {l, ..., n] fixed. Let b e Bj^ b ф 0^. As h is surjective, there exists 
a e Л, a Ф 0^ with h{a) = b. Denote T« = {/ e T, pr^ a Ф O}. As 0 ф 0^, we have 
Та Ф 0. Let T« = {fi, ..., / J . If pr^ a - a ,̂ then by Lemma 1, a = a,-̂  ф ... © ä 
Choose ^б{1 , ..., n} arbitrarily. Suppose the existence of i^i^eT^, h "^ h 
with pr, (^(^,v)) + Ö, pr^ (K^i)) Ф 0. If Û) is regular on Л,-, then by Lemma 1 it is 
'•^' 0 = pr, 0 ,̂ = pr, {h{ä.J) pr, (/t(a J ) ... pr, (/i(ä J ) o) Ф 0 , 
a contradiction. Hence for each Г e {1, ..., n} there exists at most one / e T^ with 
pr, {h(äi)) Ф 0. As h{a) = fo ф 0^, such / e T« exists for t = j . 
2° If h{äi) Ф BJ for some Г e T ,̂ then pr^. (/i(^r)) Ф 0 for some / e {1, ..., n}, 
/ Ф j . By Г , prj> {h{äi)) = 0 for each / e T ,̂ / Ф i\ thus 
0 = pry, Ь = ргу, (/i(a)) = pry. (fî(a J ) e . . . e pry. (/<â J ) = pry, (/i(ä,,)) Ф 0 , 
a contradiction. Thus /г(а^) e 5y for each i e T^. By Г , there exists just one / e T^ 
with ргу (/î(o^)) Ф О, i.e. h{äi) Ф 0^. Then 
b = /г(а) = h{äi^) 0 . . . e / i ( ä j = h{äi). 
As Ь ф Од, also äi Ф 0^. 
3° From 1° and 2° it follows that for each b e Bj, b Ф 0^, there exists just one 
/ e Tand ä̂  e Л^ with h{âi) = b. Prove that this index i is the same for all b e Sy, 
Ь Ф Од. Let bi, Ьз ^ 5j> bi Ф Од Ф fe2. Then there exist I'l, 1*2 G Г and ä̂ ^ e Ä^^, 
äi^eÄj^ with /î(«ij = fei, /1(̂ 12) = fea- Clearly äi^ ф 0^ Ф ä^^. Let œ be regular 
on Л^ and /̂  Ф Î2> then Lemma 1 yields Од = h(Q^) = h{äißi^... âi^œ) = feife2 ... 
. . . fe2a) Ф Од, which is a contradiction. Thus /̂  = 1*2. 
Hence the index г e T is the same for all fe e By, fe ф Од. If fe = Од, put a = 0^ 
Then /i(O^) = Од and 0^ G Л^. Thus h{Ä) 3 Бу. As j was chosen arbitrarily, this 
remains true for each j G {1, ..., n}. 
II. Uniqueness. Suppose that Bj ç h{Äi^, Bj с h{Äi^ for some j G ( l , ..., n}, 
Ч + h^ iu h G T. Choose fey G By, fey ф 0 (card By > 1 by Definition 2). Then there 
exist a^ G Л^ ,̂ «2 ^ Л^̂  with h(a^) = bj = /1(^2). Clearly a^ ф 0^ Ф a2. If со is 
regular on Л^, then 
Од = й(О^) = h{aia2 . . . ^2^) = ^(^1) ^(^2) • • • ^ (̂̂ 2) со = fey... feyco Ф Од , 
also a contradiction. 
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Corollary. Let Ai, Bj be r-similar algebras for i = 1, ..., m, j = 1, . . . , n and let 
m n 
Y\Ai be isomorphic to WBJ. Then m = n and there exists a permutation n of 
{1, ..., n} such that Ai is isomorphic to Bj^^^i^for each i e { 1 , . . . , n). 
m n 
Proof. Let h be an isomorphism of Л = f | ^ i ^^^^ ^ "̂  П ^j- Then /i~/ is an 
1=1 i = i 
isomorphism of В onto A and, by Theorem 1, there exists just one Ai for each Bj 
with h{Äij ^ В J and just one Bj^ for each A^ with h~^(Bj>) 3 Л,-. Thus 
Br = h{h-Щ))^h{Äl)^BJ, 
As Bj- n В J = {Oß} for j " Ф j , we have j ' = j and /|(Л,-) = Б -̂. Put n{i) = j for 
h{Äi) = Bj, thus 7Г is a bijection of {1, ..., m} onto {1, ..., n} and Л,- is isomorphic 
to BJ. From this we obtain the assertion. 
Theorem 2. Let Af, Bj be p-similar U-algebras for f = 1, ..., m, j = 1, ..., n 
m и 
and to /7 fl surjective homomorphism of A = Yl A^ onto В = Y[ Bj. Then for each 
i=i j = i 
j e [1, ...,n] = S there exists just one ij e { 1 , . . . , m} = T such that h(Ai) = Bj 
and the mapping j -> ij is an injection of S into T. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, for each j e S there exists just one ij e Twith Bj s fo(Z,-^.). 
Thus j -> ij is a mapping of S into T. 
I. First we prove the injectivity of the mapping j -> ij. Let there exist Jx,J2 ^ S, 
./1 + 72? Ï ^ Twith Sjj ^ h(Äi), Bj^ ^ ^(Л,). As each Bj has at least two elements, 
there exist b^ ^Bj^, ^2 e Л^ ,̂ 6^ ф 0^ ф Ь2. Choose ai, ^2 e Л^ with h{ai) = b^, 
K^i) = ^2- Clearly ai Ф 0^ Ф a2. If со is regular on Л^ and a is corresponding 
with (JO, then by Lemma 2 
Oß = ^1^2 .. . ^260 = /z(aj) /i(a2)... /1(^2) ^ = h(aia2 ... a20)) = 
= ^(a^a) = bgOc Ф O ĵ, where se {1,2} , 
a contradiction. Hence, j -> /̂ . is an injection of S into T 
IL It remains to prove /̂ (Я^̂ .) = Bj. Let 5y ф h{Äi^). By Theorem 1 we have 
Bj с /т(Л^Д thus there exists с e h{Äij) — Bj, с Ф 0^ such that pr̂ ^ с = Ci ф 0 
for some j ' e S, j ' ф j . Denote by c^ e Bj> an element fulfilling pr^. c^ = с^. As 
с G h{Äi^, there exists d e Л̂ .̂ with /i(d) = с Further, c^ e Bj>, thus by Theorem 1 
there exists d^ e Ä^., with h{di) = c^. As j -» /̂  is an injection, we have ij ф fy. Let 
Ш be regular on Ai, By Lemma 1 we obtain dd^ ... d^oy = 0^. However, 
pr̂ ., (/i(tidi ••• diO))) = prj'(cci ... c\œ) = rjCj . . . с^ш ф О 
because c^ Ф 0, a contradiction. Thus Bj = /г(Л,Д 
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Corollary. Let Ai,Bj be p-similar U-algebras for г = 1, ..., m, j = 1,...,/i. 
m и 
If h is a surjective homomorphism of Yi Ai onto ]~J Bj, then m ^ n. 
Notation. Let A^, ,.., A„ be algebras of the same type and n a permutation of the 
n n 
index set { 1 , . . . , n}. Clearly Yl^^j ^^ isomorphic to П ^^o)- Denote by /^ the 
isomorphism of these algebras given by the rule 
Definition 7. Let Aj, Bj be algebras of the same type for j = 1, ..., n and let h 
n n 
be a homomorphism of 4̂ = f | Aj into ^ = П ^j- ^^ ^^^^ ^ directly decomposable, 
if there exist a permutation n of the index set (1, ..., n} and a homomorphism hj 
n 
of Aj into Б (̂̂ ) for each j = 1, ..., n such that h . /^ = П ^ j -
Theorem 3. Let Aj, Bj be p-similar U-algebras for j = 1, ..., n and h a surjective 
n n 
homomorphism of A ~ \\ Aj onto В = Yl ^j- Then h is directly decomposable. 
j=l 7 = 1 
Proof, By Theorem 2, there exists an injection n of {1, ..., n} into itself with 
/î(yl^Q)) = BJ for each j e {1, ..., n}. As {1, ...,n} is finite, тг is a permutation. 
Then h . /яС т̂го-)) = ^Tto) for each j G {1, ..., n}. Denote /i^ = cp.. h . 4 . pr .̂, 
where фу is a canonical insertion. Then hj is a homomorphism of Aj onto Б^ and 
prj [h . /Д^)) = hj(prj a) for each a e A, thus /г. /^ = J]i /i^, which completes the 
j = i 
proof. 
Lemma 3. Every at least two-element chain with the least or the greatest element 
(considered as a lattice) is a strong U-algebra. 
Proof. Let A be an at least two-element chain with the least element 0. Put 
a ® b = a v f e = max (a, b), со binary and aboo = a A b = min (a, b). Then 
clearly 0 is a zero of A, © fulfils (i), œ fulfils (ii), (iii) for a = id, thus (Л, F) is a strong 
U-algebra for F = {©, œ}. For a chain with the greatest element, the proof is dual. 
Corollary. Let Aj, Bj be at least two element chains and for each j = 1, ..., fz 
at least one of the following conditions let be true: 
(a) Each Ap Bj has the greatest element. 
(b) Each Aj, Bj has the least element. 
n n 
Then each surjective homomorphism. of the lattice A = Yi^^j ^^^^ ^ ~ Yl^j ^^ 
directly decomposable. -̂ "̂  -̂ "̂  
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Lemma 4. Let G be a linearly ordered additive group with card G ^ 2. Denote 
aa = sup (a, —a), abœ = inf (aoç, boc). Then a, œ are operations on the support 
of G and every Q-group G' with G as the additive group and {a, oy] Я Q is a U-
algebra. Moreover, the group zero is a zero of this V-algebra G\ œ is regular 
on G' and a is corresponding with со. 
The proof is clear. 
Let G be an /-group. Denote by v , л the lattice operations on G. A homo-
morphism h of G is called an Ahomomorphism, if 
h{a V b) - h{a) v h(b), h{a A b) = h{a) л h(b) 
for each a,beG. 
n 
Lemma 5. Let Aj, Bj be linearly ordered groups for j = 1, ..., n, A == 0 ^ j ' 
n j = l 
JB = 17 Bj. Let Aj or Bj be Q-groups with Aj or Bj as additive groups, respectively, 
j = i n 
and Q = {a, со} for the operations a, со introduced in Lemma 4. Let A' = Yl ^P 
n j=l 
B' = Yi Bj. Then each /f-homomorphism h of the ^-group A into В is a homo-
morphism of the Q-group A' into B'. 
Proof. Let a, b e A, h{a) = c. Denote a = (a^, ..., a,,), с = (c^, ..., c„), where 
pr̂ . a = aj, ргу с = Cj. Then 
h{a(x) = h((aiOi, ..., a„a)) = /i((max(ai, — <̂ i)? •••? max (a„, — a„))) = 
= h{a V -a) = h{a) v -h{a)= (c^, ..., c„) v (-c^, ..., -c„) = 
= (max (c^, — Ci), ..., max (c„, —c„)) = ca — h(a) a . 
From this we obtain 
h{abœ) = /z(aa л ba) — h{a) oc л h[b) a = h(a) h(b) œ, 
thus each /-homomorphism of A into В is a homomorphism of A' into B'. 
Corollary. Let Aj, Bj be at least two-element linearly ordered groups for j = 
n n 
= 1, ...,n and let A = Y\ ^ j ' ^ ~W^j ^^ ^-groups with the induced orderings. 
Then each surjective ^-homomorphism of A onto В is directly decomposable. 
The p r o o f follows directly from Theorem 3, Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Theorem 4. Let Aj, Bj^ be r-similar algebras for j e [1, ..., m} = T,ke{i,..., n] = 
m n 
= S and let h be a surjective homomorphism of A = T] ^j onto В — YlBj^. Then 
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there exist a partition {S^, a el} of S and an injection a -> j^, of I into T such that: 
(1) / / Г* = {j;, a el}, A^ = П ^P then h{Ä) = /t(A*). 
JeT* 
(2) There exist a permutation n of S and a surjective homomorphism f^ of Aj^ 
onto Yl ^kf^^ each a e / such that h\A^, i^ = f l /a-
feeS« del 
Proof. By Theorem 1, for each keS there exists just one jj^ e Г with h{Ä^^ ^ B^. 
Denote by T* the set of all these j ^ (without repetitions) and choose a new indexing 
T* = {j^, a el} such that / is linearly ordered and i^> < j^» for a < a'. Thus the 
map a ~> j \ is an injection of I into T. 
[̂  First we prove the following implication: 
if Г = {k^, ..., /cJ с s and h{Aj ^ B, for each s e Г , 
then / t d l ^ j ^ n ^ s . 
se г se Г 
If ЬеЦВ^, then Ь = Ьд.̂  © ... © Б̂ .̂ . Suppose /i(^^J 2 В^, then there exists 
â .̂ G A^^ with /î(o^J = bg for each b^ G B^, Put a = â ^̂  © ... © a^^^, then a G I~[ Л̂ ^ 
and, by Lemma 1(f), we have h(a) = h{ä^^^) © .. . © h(ä^j^^) = Ь,,̂  © .. . © b^^ = Ь. 
The implication is proved. 
2° By r for Г = 5 we obtain: 
j e г * keS keS keS 
However, A* я A implies /г(Л*) ^ /|(Л) = В, thus the first assertion of the theorem 
is proved. 
3° For ael fixed, denote S^ = {keS, B,^ ̂  h(AjJ}. By Theorem 1, S '̂s are 
mutually disjoint and S = \J S^, thus {S^, OCGI} forms a partition of S. By 1° we 
obtain ""^^ 
Yl^k ^ KAJ\) for each ael. 
Let a G / and П ^/t + K^jJ- Then there exists с e h{AjJ — Yl^k^ <̂  + ^в^ ^^^^ 
keS« "" " fceS« 
рГ;̂ . С = Cl Ф 0 for some к' e S — S^. Denote by c^ an element of Bj^' with pr̂ ^̂  c^ = 
= Ci. As с e h{ÄjJ, there exists d e Äj^ with h{d) = с and ot' G / , a' Ф a with k' e 5« .̂ 
As a -~> j ^ is a bijection, it is j ^ ^ Ф j^^. However, h{Aj^') 2 J~[ B .̂, thus there exists 
di e Aj^, with h{di) = c^. If o> is regular on Ap then 
i d i . . . diO) = 0^ . *" 
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However, 
pr̂ .̂ [h(ddi ... dico)) = pr ,̂' (cc^ ... c^co) = c^c^ . . . ĉ co ф 0 , 
a contradiction with /i(O^) = 0^. 
Accordingly, we have П ^^ = ^(^i«) ^^^ QSich a e /. 
fees« 
4° It is evident that we must only find a suitable permutation guaranteeing the 
direct decomposability of /7|Л*. Let us introduce the following mapping тг of 5 
into itself. Denote S^ = {k^^, ..., /c^^J for each осе I and put п(к^^) < ^(K't) fo^ 
a < a' or a = a', 5 < ^ As SJs are mutually disjoint, this can be satisfied and n 
is a permutation of S. Denote 
fa = (Pj\ • / ^ ^* • Pa , 
where p^ is a projection of Yl ^k onto Yl ^k- Then /^ is a homomorphism of Aj^^ 
keSoc 
onto Y\ ^k ^^^ clearly /7|Л* . /^ = П Л * 
keSoc (tel 
Corollary 1. Le^ Aj, Bj be r-similar algebras for j = 1, ..., n and let h be a sur-
n n 
jective homomorphism of Yl ^j onto Y\ ^j ^uch that h{^A^ is without zero-divisors 
for each j e {1, ..., n]. Then h is directly decomposable. 
Proof. In the notation of Theorem 4, put S = T = { 1 , . . . , n}. As h{AjJ = П f̂e 
fees« 
is without zero-divisors, then, by Lemma 1, card iŜ^ = 1 for each a e / . Thus card / = 
= card S = n and a -^ j^ is a bijection. Then Л* = A. Put S^ = { s j , then f^ is 
a homomorphism of Aj^ onto B^^. By Theorem 4, h . i^ — Y\f*^ •̂̂ - ^̂  ^̂  directly 
decomposable. ""̂^ ' 
Corollary 2. Let Aj, Bj be non-zero rings without zero-divisors for j = 1, ..., n 
n n 
and let h be a surjective homomorphism of the ring Y\ ^j '̂̂ ^^ 0 ^j ^^^^ ^^^^ 
(Aj n ker h) is a prime ideal of Aj for each j = 1, ..., n. Then h is directly- de­
composable. 
Proof. Let 6) be a congruence relation on A induced by h. Denote Gj = 0 | Äj. 
As (Äj n ker h) is a prime ideal of Äj, ÄjjOj is a factor-ring without zero-divisors 
isomorphic to h{Äj). By Corollary 1 we obtain the assertion. 
Corollary 3. Let Aj, Bj be simple rings for j = 1, ..., n. Then each surjective 
n n 
homomorphism of the ring Y\ Äj onto Y\ ^j ^^ directly decomposable. 
This follows directly from Corollary 2, because a simple ring has improper ideals 
only and these are prime. 
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Definition 8. Let A^, Bj be algebras without zero-divisors for / = 1, ..., m, j = 
m n 
= 1 ..., П and h a homomorphism of A = П ^ i ^^^^ ^ = П ^j- ^^ ^^У ^^^^ ^ ' ^ ' '̂  
satisfy (P), if at least one of the two following conditions is valid: 
(1) h(0^) = 0 ,̂. 
(2) A I, В J are p-similar strong U-algebras. 
Theorem 5. Let Ai, Bj be r-similar algebras for / = ! , . . . , m, j — 1, ..., n, let h 
m n 
be a homomorphism of A — JJ ^i Into В — \\В] cind let A, B, h satisfy (P). Let 
7 6 { l , . . . , n } . / / 
pr,(/i(^)) + p r , ( / z ( O j , 
then there exists just one i e {1, ..., m] such that 
pr J (h{A)) = pr J {h{Ä.)). 
Proof. I. Existence. Put T= { 1 , , . . , m}. Let 7 e {l, ..., n} and 
pr J {h(A))+ pv J {ЬЫ. 
1° First we prove that for each b e h(A) there exist i e T and äie Äi with 
ptj {h{äi)) = pTj b. Let b e h(A). If pr^ b = prj ( /Î(0^)), put äi = 0^, because 0^ e A-, 
for each i e T. Suppose pr^ b = bj Ф pVj (h(p^)). Then there exists a e A with 
h(a) == b and a ф 0^. Put ai — pr, a. 
(a) Let ргу {h(äi)) = pvj {h(0^)) for each i e T. As /2(0^) is a zero of h(A), by Lemma 1 
we obtain a contradiction: 
pr,. (/7(a)) = pr,. (h{â, e . . . e äJ) = pr,. (/i(âi)) e . . . e pr,. (/i(äj) = 
= pr,. (/1(0̂ )) e . . . e pr,. (fo(ô )) = pr, {h{o^)). 
(b) Let / „ f̂  G Г, г\ Ф f, and pr, (/z(5 J ) Ф pr, (/<0^)) Ф pr, (h(ä,J). If (l) of (P) 
is true and со is regular on Ai, then 
0 = pr, OB = pr, (/z(0^)) = pr, {h{äi^äi^... ё^^со)) = 
= PO (й(^»,)) PO (^(^/.)) • • • PO (^(^^2)) ^ + О , 
because by (l) of (P) it is pr, (й(0^)) = pr, (O )̂ = 0. If (2) of (P) is true and œ is 
regular on Ai with the corresponding operation a = id, then 
PO (K^A)) = PO (K^h^ii • • • ̂ /2^)) = 
= PO (K^h)) PO (K^ii)) • • • PO (^(^^2)) ^ = 
= р г , ( / | ( а ^ ) ф р г , ( й М , 
where s e {l, 2}. * 
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The contradiction is obtained for both possibilities of (P). 
(c) By (a) and (b), there exists just one ÎQ e Г such that pr̂ - {h(äij) ф pfj {h{0^))» 
As pTj (/i(0^)) is a zero of pr^ {h{Ä)), we obtain 
bj = pr,. b = pvj {h{a)) - pr,. {h{ä,) e . . . e /z(â J ) = pr,. (/z(ä J ) . 
2° Now we prove that this index ÎQ e T is the same for all b e h(A) and a fixed 
j e {1, ..., n} such that pr^ b ф ргу {h{0yj). Let b^, ^2 e h(A), prj b^ = b[ Ф 
Ф ptj {h(Oj)) Ф ^2 = pi"j ^2- By Г there exist f̂ , /2 e Г and â̂ ^ e Л^ ,̂ а,-̂  e Äi^ 
such that bi = pr^ (/i(^iJ), b2 = pr^ (^(ÖJ-^)). Suppose 1\ ф Î2-
If (1) of (P) is vahd and со is regular on Ai, then, by Lemma 1, we have 
0 = рг; (й(0^)) - pr,. {h{ä,^ä,^... а,,ш)) = blbi ... b > Ф О . 
If (2) of (P) is vahd and œ is regular on Ai with the corresponding a = id, then 
P^i (^(0^)) = PO (^(^.i^.^ • • • ^/2^)) = Ь;Ь2 ... ^20) = Ь; Ф pr̂ . (/г(0^)) 
where s e {1, 2}. We have again a contradiction in both cases. 
3° By 1° and 2°, there exists i^ e T for j 6 {1, ..., n} fixed such that for each b e 
E h{Ä), pvj b Ф pr̂ . (/г(0^)), there exists ä̂ ^ e I^^ with ргу (/i(äij) = pr^ b. If pr^ Ь = 
= prj (/i(0^)), then also 0^ G Л,^. Hence pr^ (h(ÄiJ) ^ pr̂ - (/г(Л)). The converse 
inclusion is evident, thus pr̂ - (h(ÄiJ) = ргу (/г(Л)). 
П. Uniqueness. Suppose pr^ (/г(Л,-J) = pr^ {h{A)) == pvj {h(Äi2)), P^j (^(^)) + 
Ф prj (/1(0^)) for some z\, Ï2 ^ 7", h Ф 2̂ and j e { 1 , . . . , n}. Choose b e /?(У4) such that 
pTjb = bj Ф ргу (/i(0^)). Then there exist ai^eAi^, ai^eAi^ with pr^ (/z(ä,j)) = 
= bj = pr,- (/г(Д J ) . 
For (1) of (P) and CO regular on Ai we have 
0 = pr,. O5 = pr,. (/z(0^)) = pr̂ . (/z(ä,.^a,.^... âi^œ)) = bjbj . . . Ь.со Ф 0 . 
For (2) of (P) and (D regular on Ai with the corresponding a = id it is 
P^j {К^л)) = Pr,- (^( .̂-.̂ f. •. • ̂ 1г^)) = Ь,.Ь,.... bjœ = bj Ф pr̂ . (/î(0^)) . 
From these contradictions we obtain i^ = 1*2 and the uniqueness is proved. 
Definition 9. Let (A, F) be an algebra with the set J / = {©} u ß of algebraic 
operations and let 0 be a zero of (A, F), The algebra (A, F) is called normal, if for 
each œe F, ar со = n ^ 1, each i e {l, ...,n} and arbitrary a^, ..., а^.^, ^i + i> ••• 
,.., a„e Ait holds 
a^ . . . ai_iOai+i ... a„co = 0 . 
Definition 10. Let (Л, F) be a normal algebra and В ^ A. We call Б an ideal 
of (Л, F), if 
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(I) а,ЬеВ=>а® b e В; 
(II) (oe F, ar со = п, a,- e В for at least one i e {1, ..., n] imply a^ .. . a„co e B, 
If 
(III) 0) e Q, ar CO = n, (o is regular on (A, F) and a^ . . . а„со e В for a^, ..., a„ e Л 
imply ûj € В for at least one j 6 {1, ..., n}, 
the ideal В of (Л, F) is called prime. 
It is clear that the set of all ideals of a normal algebra (A, F) forms a complete 
lattice with respect to the set inclusion as the lattice order. Further, {0} is the least 
and A the greatest element in this lattice. 
If /i is a homomorphism of A into an algebra В with a zero 0, denote ker h = 
= { а е Л , % ) = 0}. 
Theorem 6. Let (A, F) be a normal algebra without zero-divisors and let h be 
a homomorphism of (A, F) into (В, F). Then the following conditions are equi­
valent: 
(a) ker h is a prime ideal of (A, F). 
(b) If 0) is regular on [A, F), then œ is regular on {h{A), F). 
Proof. 1°. Let (a) be true and let ш be regular on [A, F), ar со = n. Suppose that ш 
is not regular on (h(A), F). Then there exist /i(a^),..., й(а„) G й(Л), /г(а,) Ф /г(0) 
for each î = 1, ...,п such that h(a^) . . . h(a„) ш = h(0), because /i(0) is clearly a zero 
of (h(A), F), AS h is a homomorphism, we have й(0) = h(ai) ... h(a„) со = 
= h(ai ... a„co), thus a^ ... a„o) e ker h. As ker /i is a prime ideal, aj e ker ft for 
some j e {l, ..., n}, thus h{aj) = /i(0), which is a contradiction. Thus ш is regular 
also on (h(A), F). 
2°. Let (b) be true and let ker h be no prime ideal of (A, F). It is clear that ker h 
is an ideal of (A, F). If this ideal is not prime, there exists an со regular on (A, F) 
and by (b) also on (hÇi), F) and elements ai,..., a„€ A such that a^ ,.. а,^соeker h 
and ai Ф ker h for some i e {1, ..., n]. Thus 
h(0) = h{ai . . . a„co) = h^a^) ... h[a„) со , 
but CO is regular on {h(A), F) and h(0) is its zero, thus h{aj) = /i(0) for at least one 
J G {1, ..., w}. Hence a J e ker ft, which is a contradiction. 
Corollary. Let Ap Bj be normal r-similar algebras for j = ! , . . . , « and ft a sur­
ft n 
jective homomorphism of A = fl^j ^^^^ ^ = Yl^j- ^f {^j ^ ker ft) is a prime 
ideal of A j for each j = 1, ..., n, then ft is directly decomposable. 
P r o o f follows directly from Theorem 6 and Corollary 1 of Theorem Ч. 
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Notation. Let Ä, В be algebras of the same type. Denote by Н о т (A, B) the set 
of all homomorphisms of A into B. If A, В are r-similar, then Н о т (A, B) Ф 0, 
because the mapping ^ : A -^ {6} h a. homomorphism of A into B. This mapping /? 
m 
is called the zero-homomorphism. Let yl i , . . . ,^ ,„ be r-similar, / 4 = J | y l f and 
i=l 
«J, . . . , aj^ e A. We introduce the following notation: 
к 
o^aj = ( . . .((ai ®a2)®a^)®,..)®a,, 
m 
By Lemma 1, if a e A, then a = o^ ä ,̂ where â  = pr^ a. 
Definition 11. Algebras A^,..., A^ are called super similar, if they are r-similar 
and /(0) = 0 for each fe Н о т [Ai, Aj) and each i, j e { 1 , . . . , m}. 
Clearly rings or ß-groups without zero-divisors are super similar contrary to chains 
with the least element. 
Definition 12. Let Af, Bj be super similar algebras for i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., m 
n m 
and ^ = П ^ i' ^ "= П ^j- ^^^ ^ "= \\fij\\ ^^ ^ matrix of the type njm with elements 
/ ; j e Horn (Ai, Bj). The mapping/ of A into Б defined by 
n 
and each Ö e Л is said to be represented by the matrix F. 
Theorem 7. Let Ai, Bj be super similar algebras for f == 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., m 
n m 
and h a homomorphism of A = Yl^t ^^^^ ^ — Il^j- U there exists a matrix F 
representing /i, then all elements in the j~th column of F except at most one are 
zero-homomorphisms for each j — 1, ..., m. 
Proof. Let h be represented by a matrix F and for some j G {1, ..., m} let there 
exist two fkj,fk'j for к 4= k' which are not zero-homomorphisms. Then there exist 
aj, G v4fc, a;̂ . G .4^. with Л/а,,) Ф 0, / r X ^ r ) Ф 0. Hence 
n 
PO (K^k)) = oY,fij{pri äj,) = fkj{a^ , 
because pr^ ä;̂  = 0 for i Ф /c and Л/О) = 0. Analogously, pr^ {hia^^) = fk'ji^k)-
If CO is an n-ary regular operation on Ai, then 
0 Ф fkj{ak)fk'j{ak') • • • fk'jM 0) = pvj {h{akä,,^... ä̂ ^̂ co)) = 
= prj{h{0^)) = pr,. 0« = 0 , 
which is a contradiction. 
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Theorem 8. Let Ai, Bj be super similar algebras for i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., m 
and let F = ||/;y|| be a matrix of the type njm with f^j e Horn (Л^, B^. Let all ele­
ments except at most one in the j-th column be zero-homomorphisms for each 
n m 
j = 1, ..., m. Then the mapping f of A = Yl'^i ^^^^ ^ = П ^ i represented by F 
is a homomorphism fulfilling f(p^) = 0^. 
j = i 
Proof. Let j e {l, ..., m} and let all elements in the j- th column be zero-homo­
morphisms. Then 
/ . pr,. (a) = pr, (/(a)) = oX 4a) = of] 0 = 0 
i = l i=l 
for each a e A, thus / . pr^ is a zero-homomorphism. 
Let j 6 { 1 , . . . , m} and f^j be the one non-zero-homomorphism in the 7-th column. 
Then 
n 
f • Pr> (a) = PO (/(a)) = oX/ i /p r ; a) = Л/рг^ a), 
i=l 
because fij = -& for / Ф k, thus also / . ргу is a homomorphism fulfilling 
/ . р гДО^) = 0. 
Since / . pXj is a homomorphism fulfilling / . pr^ (O^) = 0 for each j e {1, ..., m}, 
/ i s also a homomorphism of Л into В and/ (0^) = 0^. 
Theorem 9. Let Ai, Bj be super similar algebras for j = 1, . . . , n, 7 = 1 , . . . , m 
n m 
and let h be a homomorphism of A = J\Ai into В == Yl ^J- Then there exists just 
one matrix F = ||/^^|| of the type mjn withfij e Horn {Ai, Bj) representing h. 
Proof. As Ai,Bj are super similar, clearly /(0^) = 0^ for an arbitrary homo­
morphism of A into Б. Put S = {1, ..., m}, S' = {J б S, pr̂ . {h{A)) Ф O}. 
1°. Let j e S\ By Theorem 5, there exist just one г'о e {1, ..., n] with pr^ {h{A)) = 
= pxj {h{Äi)i). Denote Д у = cpi^. h . ргу, where (pi^ is the canonical insertion. 
For f e { I , . . . , n}, i' Ф г'о we put f-,j = ^e Н о т {Аь Bj). If â  = pr^ a for a e Л 
then, by Theorem 5, 
pr,. {h{a)) = pTj (/i(ä J ) = prj {h{(PiXaio))) 
and 
R 
PO (h{a)) = (?),.„. h . p r / a J = / J a . . „ ) = о^/.^рг,- a), 
i= 1 
because /f/pr^ a) = ^(pr,- a) = 0 for i Ф /Q- These fu form the j- th column of the 
matrix F. 
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2°. Let j E S ~ S\ put fij = r.e Н о т (Л,-, Bj) for each / = l, ..., n. Thus 
n 
ргу {h(a)) = 0 = oX/ij(P^i ^) f<̂ ^ ^̂ ^̂ '̂  a G ^ . Also these fij form the j- th column 
1 = 1 
of F for this j . 
3°. The matrix F thus obtained is of the type njm, f.j e Н о т (Л,-, Бу) and 
n 
ргу {h{a)) = o^/,j(pr^ a) for each J G S and each a e A. Hence h is represented by F, 
i = l 
which completes the proof. 
Corollary. Let Ai, Bj be super similar algebras for / = 1, ..., n, J = 1, ..., m, 
n m 
^ ~ П ^b ^ = П ^j' ^f Pij ~ ^^^^ Hom (AI, BJ) is a natural number for each 
i = 1 J — 1 m n 
i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., m, then there exist precisely s — \\{^ + Yj{Pij ~~ ^)) 
j=i i = i 
homomorphisms of A into B. 
Proof. By Theorems 7, 8, 9 the number is equal to the number of matrices F = 
= \\fij\\ of the type njm with fij e Hom (Л -̂, Бу), which have at most one non-zero-
homomorphism in each column. If pij = card Hom [A,, Bj), then the j - th column 
n 
can be constructed in 1 + ^ {pij — l) different ways for each j e {1, ..., n}, How-
i= 1 m n 
ever, F has just m columns, thus -s = П (̂  + Z (Ptj "~ 0)-
j = i t = i 
Theorem 10. Let Ai, Bi be super similar algebras for i = 1, ...,n and let h be 
n n 
a surjective homomorphism of A = Yi'^i ^^^^ ^ — Y\^v U ^^^^ matrix H repre-
i=l i=l 
senting h has just one non-zero-homomorphism in each row, then h is directly 
decomposable. 
Proof. Clearly H is a square matrix of the type njn. Denote it by H = \\hij\\. 
By Theorem 9, such a matrix H representing h exists. If H has just one non-zero-
homomorphism in each row, by Theorem 7 it has just one non-zero-homomorphism 
also in each column, because H is square. Accordingly, there exists just one j G 
G {1, ..., и} for each i e {1, .,.,n} such that hij^Ai) = Bj, Thus h{Äi) = Bj and by 
Corollary 1 of Theorem 4, h is directly decomposable. 
Definition 13. Let Ai, Bj, Cj^ be super similar algebras for / = 1, ..., nj = 1, ..., m, 
/c = 1, ..., p. Let F = \\fij\\, G = \\gjk\\ be matrices of the types n/m, mjp, respec-
tively, and fij G Н о т (Л/, Bj), gj^ e Hom (Bj, Cj^). The matrix product of F, G 
m 
is the matrix H = \\hn,\\ of the type njp such that /т/д,(рг̂  a) = ^-^fjj • Qjuiv^t «) for 
each a e A. SymboHcally, H = F . G. 
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Theorem 11. Let Ai, Bj, Cj^ be super similar algebras for i = 1, ..., nj = 1, ..., m, 
n m 
к = 1, ..., jp and Jet f be a homomorphism of A = Y[ ^t i^^o ^ = П ^ i ^^^ д 
P i=i fc = 1 
a homomorphism of В into С = f ] Q- V / is represented by F and g by G, then the 
mapping h = f. g of A into С is represented by the matrix H = F . G. 
Proof. By Theorem 9, there exist F, G of the types n/m, mjp representing/, g, 
respectively. Put H = F . G. Then H is of the type njp. Denote it by H = ||/г̂ t̂[|, 
By Theorem 7, in each column of F and G there is at most one non-zero-homo-
morphism. Let j e {1, ..., m]. Choose ij e {1, ..., n} as follows: if there exists a non-
zero-homomorphism f^j m the j - th column of F, put Ij — i\ in the other case put 
ij = 1. Analogously we choose 7\ from {1, ..., w} for each ^ e {1, ..., p}. Then 
m in 
hikipri a) - oY^fij. gjkiP^i a) = o^ gjk{fij{pri a)) = 
= djujifidP'i «)) = fiju • djÂP^i «) • 
Hence hik e Н о т (Л,-, Q) . Let h be represented by H. Then 
n n 
pr,(/z(a)) = oX h,,{pv., a) = o^ gjMihiPh «)) = djMij.ÀP^iju ^)) • 
i=i 1 = 1 
Also 
Ph {f'9{a)) = pr, {g{f{a))) = QJM^J, (/(«))) = QjMij.hiP^iju ^)) ' 
thus h = f . g. 
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